
Force Recruiting and Consulting Overview 

 
      Find, Real ize,  Connect 

The mission of Force Recruiting and Consulting, LLC. is to provide our clients with a 

variety of service level options to meet their recruiting needs in an affordable and 

dependable way, while providing excellent customer service. 

Force Recruiting and Consulting, LLC. was established in 2012.  The owner, President, 

and CEO, Sheila Madison, started the company after having over 15 years of experience in 

the field.  Her experience includes technical and sales recruiting for other leading, national 

recruiting companies.  The company started in her house and has since grown into an 

office space.  Force has plans to expand in the future, which will lead to more employees 

and more services offered.   

Force Recruiting and Consulting, LLC. offers recruiting and consulting expertise at any 

level for any company.  Force specializes in technical and sales recruiting.  However Force 

is a flexible firm that successfully takes on the variety of recruiting and consulting needs of 

their clients.  Therefore, Force can provide from the most fundamental form of recruiting, 

which is simply sourcing for resumes, to meeting the needs of full lifecycle recruiting, 

which includes sourcing for resumes to extending an offer.  Furthermore, any individual 

looking for a technical or sales job can reach out to Force and provide a resume.  The 

company keeps a database of potential resumes and reviews them for job opportunities. 

Sheila Madison is the owner of Force Recruiting and Consulting.  This firm currently has 

three employees and can be reached by phone at (304) 725-8008 or by fax at (304) 724-

8001.   Force Recruiting and Consulting’s address is 340 Edmond Road, Suite E, 

Kearneysville, WV 25430.  The company can also be reached by email at 

smadison@forcerecruiting.comcastbiz.net or alaspina@forcerecruiting.comcastbiznet. 
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Executive Summary 

This report provides an overview of the research and rationale for the social media 
campaign for Force Recruiting.  It demonstrates how the social media campaign is 
currently being executed. 
 
Force Recruiting and Consulting, LLC. is a new, small business that specializes in 
technical and sales recruiting for government agencies.  Because the company is just 
beginning, it is in need of a low cost branding and marketing to define the brand and 
increase awareness.  Social media is an effective strategy for doing so because it is used by 
many, and thus has the potential to reach the target audience and its cost is minimal. 
Also, social media is being used by our competitors and must be utilized to stay 
competitive in the market. 
 
An audience persona, company overview, competitor analysis, SWOT analysis, and 
communication audit were completed. 
 
The communication audit revealed that the business was using social media, but with no 
method or reasoning.  Posts were being made at random days and times and no consistency 
was present.  Moreover, the SWOT analysis reveals the several weaknesses of the 
business, such as the lack of trust and the fact that the business is new. However, there are 
many opportunities on which the company can focus their attention, such as utilizing social 
media and Internet marketing.  The primary audience is individuals interested in changing 
careers with mid to senior level technical experience. The competitor analysis 
demonstrated that competitors are creating useful content and sharing other’s content on 
social media. 
 
Key messages and a positioning statement were designed to help brand the business, along 
with the newly developed logo and tagline: Find, Realize, Connect. 
 
In an attempt to strengthen and improve Force Recruiting and Consulting LLC.’s current 
social media presence, several objectives were developed.  From those objectives, 
strategies and tactics were created to help fulfill and measure the success of the objectives.  
It is recommended that the business: 

 Create a blog to position the business as a leader in recruiting. 
 Gain a targeted social media following by publicizing the social media, through 

business cards, website, email signature, etc. 
 Share information created by other experts. 
 Sincerely interact with the audience by posing questions and responding to 

comments. 
 Post job descriptions and ask for responses on Facebook and Twitter. 

 
With the approval of Sheila Madison, a social media campaign was launched February 15, 
2013.  To date, the campaign has gained 59 likes on Facebook, 142 Twitter followers, and 
the blog approximately receives 5 page views daily.  
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Communication Audit 

Brand Messaging 

Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. has a mission statement, business cards, logo, and 

sign. 

Promotional Material 

Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. currently has no promotional materials. 

Website 

Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. has a simple, three page website.  The website 

provides viewers with background information and basic information about the 

organization, current open job positions, and contact information. 

Social Media 

Currently, Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. does not have much in the way of a social 

media presence.  The owner, Sheila Madison, has a personal LinkedIn page with over 500 

connections, several endorsements, and many testimonials.  Although her personal page is 

quite impressive, she does not utilize it to promote the business.  She is simply networking 

with other professionals and potential clients and sharing job opportunities for which Force 

is recruiting.  In addition to LinkedIn, Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. currently has 

a Facebook page with 53 likes and a Twitter page with 80 followers.  The pages are being 

updated randomly several times a week with other human resource and recruiting articles 

and an occasional job description.   
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TARGET AUDIENCE PERSONA 
 

    
Name: Joe Wilson 
Age: 50 
Location: Washington D.C. area 
Technical Comfort:  10+ years experience with software developing 
Job Title: Senior Software Developer 
Back Story: Joe Wilson has a Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science and a Master’s 
degree from George Mason in Computer Science.  He is married and has two adult 
children.  His current job is very stable and he lives an upper middle class lifestyle.  He has 
succeeded in the software developing area and enjoys it. 
Motivations: Although Joe has been with his current company for quite some time now 
and has only held three jobs previous, Joe is interested in finding something that may be 
more challenging for him and may give him more of an opportunity to learn.  He would 
also enjoy a career that is remote because he does not like commuting to work anymore.  
Joe is now trying to find new work immediately but would switch if the right opportunity 
came up.  He is passively looking for a new job.  Since Joe has these concerns, he may 
display his resume on sites that Force Recruiting and Consulting are searching.  In 
addition, a quick search for technical recruiters in the area may bring up Force’s Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn pages or their website. 
Frustrations: Joe Wilson may have a hard time finding Force Recruiting and Consulting 
online.  Because it is such a new company, it does not have a strong presence online, yet.  
Fortunately, Joe is serious about finding another job and posts his resume online; Force 
may reach out to him. 
Ideal Experience: Joe’s ideal experience would include either reaching out to Force 
Recruiting or Consulting or them reaching out to him after putting his resume online.  At 
this point, Force would do a quick phone screen and set up an interview for him with a 
current client that meets his needs and wants.  Joe will be impressed with the level of 
customer service that is provided to him by Force Recruiting and Consulting and may even 
be able to recommend others in the job market.  Along with excellent customer service, Joe 
will feel comfortable speaking with Force and their expertise can be showcased through 
the phone conversation.  In the ideal situation, he will be a good match for the company 
and he can start working remotely.  
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TARGET AUDIENCE PERSONA 
 

 
Name: Pierre Bady 
Age: 33 
Location: Washington D.C. area 
Technical Comfort:  5+ years experience with full lifecycle software developing 
Job Title: Mid Level Software Architect 
Back Story: Pierre Bady has a Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science and several 
different certificates in the field.  He is single, lives an upper middle class lifestyle and 
willing to relocate.  He is overall unsatisfied with his current job and ready for a change.  
He has succeeded in the software developing industry and enjoys it. 
Motivations: Pierre has been at his current company for the past three years.  However, he 
is left feeling unsatisfied and desires a change.  He is actively searching for a new job and 
would like to find one as soon as possible.  Since Pierre has these concerns, he may display 
his resume on sites that Force Recruiting and Consulting are searching.  In addition, a 
quick search for technical recruiters in the area may bring up Force’s Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn pages or their website. 
Frustrations: Pierre Bady may have a hard time finding Force Recruiting and Consulting 
online.  Because it is such a new company, it does not have a strong presence online, yet.  
Fortunately, Pierre is serious about finding another job and posts his resume online; Force 
may reach out to him.  
Ideal Experience: Pierre’s ideal experience would include either reaching out to Force 
Recruiting or Consulting or them reaching out to him after putting his resume online.  Or, 
he may be passively looking for a new job and will follow Force on social media.  At this 
point, Force would do a quick phone screen and set up an interview for him with a current 
client that meets his needs and wants.  Pierre will be impressed with the level of customer 
service that is provided to him by Force Recruiting and Consulting and may even be able 
to recommend others in the job market.  Along with excellent customer service, Pierre will 
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fill comfortable speaking with Force and their expertise can be showcased through the 
phone conversation.  In the ideal situation, he will be a good match for the company and he 
can start working remotely.  
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SOCIAL MEDIA AUDIT OF COMPETITORS 

Aerotek Recruiting and Staffing 

Profile:  Aerotek Recruiting and Staffing is a leading firm that has been in the industry for 
almost thirty years.  They focus their attention on technical, professional and industrial 
staffing.  Currently, Aerotek is an international organization with over 200 non-franchised 
offices. 
 
Links and Statistics: 

Website: http://www.aerotek.com/ 
 Aerotek Recruiting and Staffing has a very professional website.  They provide a 

lot of information on their website and provide links to their social media pages.  
They do not actually have a blog, but they do offer information about the industry 
through press releases and an industry news section. 

 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Aerotek 

 Aerotek currently has 8,239 likes.  In addition, they have posted approximately 125 
photos. 

 
Aerotek’s Facebook Page 

 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Aerotek 

 Aerotek currently has 2,131 tweets posted and 6,793 followers.  They are currently 
following 1962 other twitter accounts. 
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Aerotek’s Twitter Page 

 
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/2889?trk=saber_s000001e_1000 

 Aerotek currently has 34,959 followers on LinkedIn. 
 
Target Audience: Aerotek’s general social media audience appears to be individuals 
somewhere between young and middle adulthood.  Their Facebook page statistics states 
that Aerotek’s most popular age group is between 25-34 and their most popular city is 
Baltimore, Maryland.  From the types of comments they receive on Facebook, their 
audience appears to be individuals who are looking for career opportunities.  These 
individuals look and expect Aerotek to provide them with opportunities and other useful 
information about job hunting. 
 
Content: Aerotek uses different social media outlets to post the same information.  
However, they are appropriately adjusting their posts to be individualized to the specific 
site.  For instance, a post on Twitter may incorporate hash tags, while that same post on 
Facebook does not.    

 
An example of Aerotek’s Twitter posts 
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An example of Aerotek’s Facebook posts 

 
They are also updating the same posts on LinkedIn.  A majority of the content they are 
posting is created by the company, and the links direct one back to their website.  Along 
with blog updates or updates with useful tips about finding a job, Aerotek is also posting 
informational video blogs that they create.  Additionally, they are updating with events 
they are having or sponsoring.  They post pictures and information.  Furthermore, they 
share other’s content as well.  They are doing this more so on their LinkedIn than Twitter 
or Facebook.  Another great way Aerotek is utilizing social media is through the 
interaction with their followers.  They openly respond to followers and even pose 
questions to them.  Even when their fans post negative things about them on their social 
media pages, Aerotek is quick to respond and try to correct the situation.  Finally, Aerotek 
is posting job openings that, if clicked on, will navigate those interested back to their 
website. 
 
Evaluation: Overall, Aerotek seems to be excelling on their website and their Facebook, 
Twitter, and LinkedIn pages.  However, they appear to be flourishing the most on 
LinkedIn, then Facebook, then Twitter.  Not only do they have quite a following on their 
social media sites, but also they are producing interesting and helpful content.  They seem 
to be trusted by their audience because many people are reaching out to them for career 
help.  Moreover, they interact with their fans and try to fix their problems, which actually 
may help their image.  They are acknowledging the fact that they make mistakes, and are 
reaching out to fix it.  A final aspect that really sticks out and gives Aerotek an edge online 
is their short catchphrase that is very intriguing.  It reads: You’re one of a kind.  Your job 
opportunity should be too. 
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Aerotek’s slogan 

 
That catchphrase seems to really resonate with its audience.  It is a part of all of their 
online presence and may even be stronger than their logo.  Not only is it memorable, but 
also it seems very sincere and genuine.  
 
KPI Recruiting 

Profile:  KPI Recruiting is a leading recruiting firm in the North West part of the United 
Kingdom.  KPI was formed in 2008 and fills permanent and temporary positions.  KPI 
Recruiting specializes in the commercial, industrial, driving, IT, and training industries.    
 
Links and Statistics: 

Website: http://www.kpir.co.uk/ 
 KPI Recruiting’s website looks very professional.  They incorporate links to their 

social media pages on their homepage.  They also include testimonials and 
accreditations. 

 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/KPIRecruiting?fref=ts 

 KPI Recruiting currently has 1,612 likes on Facebook and have posted 
approximately 20 photos.  On average, they are posting three to four times per day. 
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KPI Recruiting’s Facebook Page 

 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/KPIRecruiting 

 KPI Recruiting currently has 511 tweets posted and 184 followers on Twitter.  
They are currently following 150 other Twitter accounts.  On average, they are 
posting three to four times per day and at times, even more.  

 
KPI Recruiting’s Twitter Page 

 
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/KPIRecruiting 

 KPI Recruiting currently has 42 followers on LinkedIn.  They are not sharing any 
content on their LinkedIn page. 

 
KPI Recruiting’s LinkedIn Page 
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Target Audience:  KPI Recruiting’s target audience is young adults to middle adults 
searching for career opportunities.  Their Facebook statistics show that their most popular 
age group is 18 to 24 years old.  Overall, their audience does not interact much with them 
on social media. 
 
Content: The vast majority of content KPI Recruiting is sharing on social media is open 
job positions that they are trying to fill.  They are also asking people to content them via 
email or phone.  Additionally, they are sharing the exact same information on Twitter and 
Facebook, with some minor structure changes.  For instance, they are using hash tags and 
asking people to retweet the job openings. 

 
An example of KPI Recruiting’s Twitter posts 

 
Evaluation:  They are lacking information to their Twitter and LinkedIn pages on their 
Facebook and vice versa.  They are not creating their own content or utilizing a blog.  Even 
though they are not utilizing all of their options, KPI Recruiting is doing a decent job at 
social media.  However, they could be doing much more, especially on LinkedIn.  Simply 
updating their LinkedIn with job opportunities may bring in more followers.  In addition, 
sharing others’ content and developing their own content may increase their social media 
popularity.  Although they could be doing more, KPI Recruiting does have a small 
following.  On Twitter, many of their followers seem to be other companies or businesses, 
which may not actually be their target audience.  This does allow for the opportunity of 
these businesses to retweet the job openings, though.  If they have a bigger, more 
appropriate audience it may be beneficial.  Overall, though, KPI Recruiting does not seem 
to have an appropriate audience on Twitter.  On the other hand, their Facebook audience 
seems to be more appropriate.  In general, they appear to be doing the best with Facebook. 
 
Apical Recruiting 

Profile:  Apical Recruiting is a national recruiting agency headquartered in Atlanta, 
Georgia.  They specialize in filling permanent positions in the tourism and hospitality 
industry.  Apical Recruiting has been in operation for over thirty-five years. 
 
Links and Statistics 
 
Website: http://www.apicalresourcegroup.com/ 

 Apical Recruiting have testimonials on their homepage and a link to their Twitter 
page.  However, they do not mention their LinkedIn page on their website and do 
not currently have a blog.  Their website also includes their contact information and 
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several paragraphs about the company and their history.  Finally, they have open 
positions posted on their website. 

 
Apical Recruiting Website testimonials 

 
Facebook: No Facebook page 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/ApicalRecruit 
 Apical Recruiting currently has 1,186 tweets posted and 529 followers on Twitter.  

They are currently following 314 other Twitter accounts.  On average, they are 
posting about ten times per month.  
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Apical Recruiting’s Twitter Page 

 
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/ApicalRecruiting 

 Apical Recruiting currently has 17 followers on LinkedIn.  They are not sharing 
any content on their LinkedIn page. 

 
Apical Recruiting’s LinkedIn Page 

 
Target Audience: Apical Recruiting’s target audience is young adults to middle adults 
searching for career opportunities.   
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Content: Apical Recruiting is putting the most effort into their Twitter page.  Their 
LinkedIn page is not being updated and they do not currently have a Facebook page.  They 
are using Twitter to post open job positions.  They are not using hash tags in their updates, 
but they do make their posts very intriguing and interesting. 

 
An example of Apical Recruiting’s Twitter posts 

 
 
Evaluation: Although Apical Recruiting does have a decent following on Twitter, they 
could be doing a lot more with social media.  For instance, they could start a Facebook 
page and update their LinkedIn page.  Additionally, they are not using hash tags on 
Twitter, which may be counterproductive.  People searching for keywords like “jobs” or 
“hr” will not find Apical Recruiting in their search.  On the other hand, though, Apical 
Recruiting is really good at giving a short teaser to promote the job.  Then, those interested 
must reach out to Apical Recruiting to inquire about it.  This seems to be effective because 
they do have over 500 followers.   
 
Right Recruiting 

Profile:  Right Recruiting is the leading recruiting agency in the Greater Philadelphia 
Region.  With over thirty years of experience, Right Recruiting specializes in the 
engineering, manufacturing, sales, marketing, human resources, supply chain management, 
technical, production, operations, and business management industries. 
 
Links and Statistics: 
Website: http://www.rightrecruiting.com/ 

 Right Recruiting has a very simple website, but it is effective.  They are updating 
their website with open jobs and have a lot of information about their history.  
Their website suggests that they are rather reputable and experienced in the 
industry.  Finally, their website devotes space to explaining their pricing and 
justifying their prices compared to others, who they suggest are more expensive.  
They do not have a blog on their website. 

 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RightRecruitingLLC 

 Right Recruiting currently has 117 likes on Facebook and have posted 
approximately 20 photos.  On average, they are posting two to three times per 
month. 
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Right Recruiting’s Facebook Page 

 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/RightRecruiting 

 Right Recruiting currently has 187 tweets posted and 204 followers on Twitter.  
They are currently following 177 other Twitter accounts.  On average, they are 
posting about two or three times per month.  

 
Right Recruiting’s Twitter Page 

 
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/RightRecruiting 

 Right Recruiting currently has 28 followers on LinkedIn.  They are not sharing any 
content on their LinkedIn page. 
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Right Recruiting’s LinkedIn Page 

 
Target Audience: Right Recruiting’s target audience is young adults to middle adults 
searching for career opportunities.  Their Facebook statistics show that their most popular 
age group is 25 to 34 years old.  Overall, their audience does not interact much with them 
on social media. 
 
Content:  Right Recruiting is sharing a lot of helpful articles that others have created.  
They are rarely using hash tags on Twitter and are not updating with open job 
opportunities.  However, they do occasionally update their Facebook page with job 
opportunities.  Also, they rarely update their Facebook with links back to their own 
website, but have in the past. 
 
Evaluation:  One thing that really stands out about Right Recruiting’s Facebook page is 
that their profile picture is of a woman.  Profile pictures of a company’s logo seem to be 
the normal trend for businesses on social media.  Additionally, their Twitter picture is 
another man.  However, their LinkedIn and website have their logo on it.  Using a logo for 
the Facebook and Twitter may help for branding purposes.  It may be harder for their 
followers to find them on Facebook because they do not recognize the profile picture.  
They could also be utilizing hash tags on Twitter or starting a blog.  However, they do 
have a small following on their social media sites.  They could potentially do more with 
their social media, though. 

 
 

Right Recruiting’s Logo 
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Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. Analysis 

Strengths 
• Small so Force can provide great customer service 
• Small so Force can keep prices affordable and competitive 
• Potential for growth and the offering of new services 
• Potential for new contracts 
• Specialty in technical and sales recruiting for government contracts and agencies 
• Owner possesses strong network of professionals 

 
Weaknesses 

• New company 
• Not well-known or trusted 
• Limited monetary resources 
• Small so is limited to the amount of contracts 
• Currently no direct government contracts 

 
Opportunities 

• Located in HUB zone 
• Grant opportunities because Force is minority owned 
• No other major recruiting agency in the county 
• Career festivals in area 
• Gaining new contracts nationwide and worldwide 
• Utilizing differently technologies and databases 
• Utilizing social media and Internet marketing 
• Mostly remote type of work so companies far away can hire Force 

 
Threats 

• Not closely located by any major cities 
• Other larger, well-known, and respected recruiting agencies 
• Remote type of work so close companies can hire any recruiting agency 
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Key Messages 

Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. guarantees services; if we do not find a match for a 

position, we do not bill. 

Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. does not charge a percentage for positions filled and 

charges a flat, hourly rate for all services, which saves you money. 

Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc., with over fifteen years of experience, is highly 

trusted by its clients and candidates. 
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Positioning Statement 

For sales or technical companies with recruiting needs, tired of recruiters who overcharge 

and under deliver, Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. is your recruiter because only 

Force Recruiting and Consulting, Llc. guarantees we will find a match for your position or 

we do not bill you.  
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Campaign Objectives, Strategies, and Tactics 

Objective: Increase awareness of Force Recruiting and Consulting through social media by 
obtaining 200 followers on Twitter and 100 likes on Facebook by the end of June 2013. 
Strategy: Gain a targeted social media following 

• Put links of social media sites on Force’s website 
• Put links of social media sites on Force’s business cards 
• Use the open house on February 28, 2013 to promote the social media sites 
• Add links of social media sites on e-mail signatures 
• Put links of one social media site on another (ex. have a link to the Facebook page 

on the Twitter page) 
• Use hashtags on Twitter related to recruiting and consulting, such as #hr, #jobs, 

#career, and #interview 
• Advertise Facebook page on Facebook 
• Create and publish a blog 

 
Objective: Position Force Recruiting and Consulting as a trustworthy and credible 
company by creating social media content, as measured by 80% trustworthy approval on 
online survey by the end of June 2013. 
Strategy 1: Create web content that positions Force Recruiting and Consulting as a leader 
in recruiting 

• Build a blog 
• Publish blog updates with helpful advice to job seekers bi-weekly  
• Share blog on social media sites like Facebook and Twitter 
• Ask others to share blog and comment on other blogs. 

Strategy 2: Share information created by other experts that is helpful and useful 
 Share other interesting articles or blogs on Facebook and Twitter four times a week 
 Find articles to share from Twitter followers or websites that share human resource 

blogs, like HRblogs.com 
Strategy 3: Sincerely interact with social media audience four times a week 

 Respond to all comments by commenting back or liking comment 
 Pose questions 
 Respond to other questions posed by Twitter followers 

 
Objective: Solicit inquires to job postings on social media and receive a 25% response rate 
by the end of June 2013. 
Strategy:  Post job descriptions and ask for responses on Facebook and Twitter 

 Update Facebook and Twitter with job descriptions twice a week 
 Provide an email address and phone number in which interested candidates can 

inquire 
 
 
 
 

Calendar 
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Strategy Action Day 
Share information created 
by other experts that is 
helpful and useful 

Publish 2 inspirational 
articles on Twitter and 1 on 
Facebook 

Monday 

Share information created 
by other experts that is 
helpful and useful 

Publish 2 articles about 
resumes and cover letters on 
Twitter and 1 on Facebook 

Tuesday 

Share information created 
by other experts that is 
helpful and useful 

Publish 2 articles about 
finding work on Twitter and 
1 on Facebook 

Wednesday 

Share information created 
by other experts that is 
helpful and useful 

Publish 2 articles about 
interviews on Twitter and 1 
on Facebook 

Thursday 

Share information created 
by other experts that is 
helpful and useful 

Publish 2 articles about job 
searches on Twitter and 1 
on Facebook 

Friday 
 

 
Strategy Action Day 
Create web content that 
positions Force Recruiting 
and Consulting as a leader 
in recruiting 

Publish a blog with advice 
about the ways to be 
noticed by recruiters 

Wednesday, February 20, 
2013 

Create web content that 
positions Force Recruiting 
and Consulting as a leader 
in recruiting 

Publish a blog with advice 
about enhancing resumes 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 

Create web content that 
positions Force Recruiting 
and Consulting as a leader 
in recruiting 

Publish a blog with advice 
about enhancing cover 
letters and when to use 
them 

Wednesday March 20, 2013 

Create web content that 
positions Force Recruiting 
and Consulting as a leader 
in recruiting 

Publish a blog with advice 
about conducting oneself on 
an interview 

Wednesday April 3, 2013 

Create web content that 
positions Force Recruiting 
and Consulting as a leader 
in recruiting 

Publish a blog with advice 
about questions to ask while 
interviewing 

Wednesday April 17, 2013 

Create web content that 
positions Force Recruiting 
and Consulting as a leader 
in recruiting 

Publish a blog about the 
importance of thank you 
letters and advice to write 
them 

Wednesday May 1, 2013 
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Strategy Action Day 
Sincerely interact with 
social media audience 

Check Facebook and 
Twitter page and respond to 
others’ comments, 
messages, and other 
interactions 

Monday 

Sincerely interact with 
social media audience 

Check Facebook and 
Twitter page and respond to 
others’ comments, 
messages, and other 
interactions 

Tuesday 

Sincerely interact with 
social media audience 

Check Facebook and 
Twitter page and respond to 
others’ comments, 
messages, and other 
interactions 

Thursday 

Sincerely interact with 
social media audience  

Check Facebook and 
Twitter page and respond to 
others’ comments, 
messages, and other 
interactions 

Friday 

 
Strategy Action Day 
Post job descriptions and 
ask for responses on 
Facebook and Twitter 

Post job descriptions and 
contact information to 
Facebook and Twitter 1 
time per week for each open 
job position 

When available 

 
 

 

 


